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an ABC of course design
A questioning approach
ruth wajnryb

this article presents a schema for course
design to help teachers prepare courses to
meet the needs of their students it is a
stepbystepstep approachby tostep course design
based on asking and answering the right
questions in the right order the schema
can be applied to any language teaching or
ESP course such as for english for
communication english for business
english for hotel receptionists english
for nurses english for computer
programmers english for pretertiarypre
students

tertiary
english for students on a

working holiday to mention just a few

the sequence of course planning
elements may be represented diagrammati-
cally see figure one below

1 client profile

2 identification of needs objective

3 objectivesettingobjective
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7 prototype programmeprogrammaProgramme

8 materials selectionproductionSelection Production

9 weekly programmeprogrammaPro andgramme teaching
guidelines

10 lesson design and teaching

11 evaluation

fig 1 sequence of
course planning elements

A stepbystepstep approachby
to

step
course design

the first eight steps in the course
planning sequence are outlined below

step 1 the client profile

the aim here is to build up a profile of
the average or typical client student it
helps to personalize the profile by
providing a name

sampiegamplesample questions
who is the learner
how old is he or she
how long has she been in australia
what previous courses have been

studied

what levels of proficiency does the
learner have according to the 4 skills

what is the learners LI are any other
languages known

has english been studied before in what
way for how long

Is the learner living with or separated
from family

will the learner be working while a
student

what are the learners expectations
about processes and outcomes

step 2 identification of needs
part 1I

the aim here is to identify the learners
objective language needs this phase is
product oriented we are ugtrying to ascertainascer
what

tallitairi

terminal targetlanguagetarget behaviorlanguage the
clients needwantneed towant acquire
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samplesampie question

objobaectiveactive setting
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samplesamplosampie questions
what do they need english for
what purposes do they have for

studying english
what do they want to do with their

english
wherewhenin what context does their

english let them down
Is there agreement or discrepancy among

learners and between learners and
teacher about what is needed and how
it should be acquired

step 3 objectivesettingobjective

here the aim is to think in terms of
aimedforaimed performancefor and hopedforhoped targetfor
language goals in languagelearninglanguage
terms

learning
we are thinking of skills what does

the learner hopeneedstrive to be able to
do inthroughwith english by the end of
the course

samplejuestions
what macroskillsmacro speakingskills listening

reading writing are being aimed at
how are these to be prioritized
what proportion of course time will be

devoted to each skill
Is this likely to change during the

course
for each macro skill what microskillsmicro

can
skills

be identified as being component
parts what cumulative process can
be mapped out in advance

can these microskillsmicro beskills ordered in the
sequence in which they may be
presentedpractised

step 4 identification of shaping
influences

the aim here is to identify the various
shaping influences that will impact upon
the successful progress and outcome of the
course these may be positive or negative

influences where negative they may be
seen as constraints the aim is to create
a programmeprogrammapro ofgramme study that will be real
rather than ideal it should capitalize on
facilitating factors while also taking into
account the constraints or lessthanperfectless
conditions

than
that

perfect
may affect the learning

context at worst impeding success

samplegamplesampie questionsQuostinnsigns
what shaping influences may be

identified
are these facilitativefacultative or constraining
are they external or internal
where constraints are identified how

might these by overcomerestrainedovercome
neutralizedhamessedavoidedlreduced

restrained

etc

step 5 identification of needs
part 11II

this is a second phase of the needs
identification begun in step two above it
comes at a later stage in the course design
process because information gleaned from
the objective setting and the identification
of shaping influences sections three and
four may help to inform it here we are
dealing with subjective rather than
objective needs and are concerned more
with process than with product we
are also looking at the learners
transitional rather than terminal
behavior

sampiegamplesample questionsQuesfins
what does the learner need to know in

order to leamlearnicam
what does the learner need to do in order

to leamlearn
how will these contentskillscontent areasskills to

approached
Is there anything that the learner needs to

unlearnun leamlearnicam in order to leamlearn

neuwalize nessedavoidedreducedneumalizewalize
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does the learner need to learn how to
learn how might this be approached

where a metalanguagememmeu islanguage needed how
might this be provided

step 6 curriculum

here we are concerned with both the
content what and the methodology
how of the course

sample questions
given the information we have collected

above what implications can be
drawn for the content of the course

how will this content be organized
what will be the point of departure

how will the content be contextualized
how will the content be sequenced
how using what methodology will it

be taught what assumptions
underpin the choice of methodology

Is the methodology consistent with
learner expectations if not what
provisions have been made

step 7 programming the
prototype programmeprogrammaPro

here

gramme

we are concerned with designing a
prototype programmegrammeprogrammapro that will serve as a
model or blueprint for the weekly
programmesgrammesprogrammedpro As the prototype programmeprogrammapro
begins

gramme
to take shape there are some check

questions see below that may be applied
to it

sampiesample questions
does the prototype programmeprogrammapro reflectgramme

the course objectives
does it reflect agreeduponagreed processesupon
does it reflect agreeduponagreed prioritiesupon
what percentage of the lesson content is

focused what percentage unfocused
Is it realistic does it addresscopeaddres withscope

identified constraints

does it take advantage of facilitating
factors in the learning environment

Is it well sequenced
will it allow for cyclingrecyclingre
Is it well integrated
Is it wellbalancedwell

step

balanced

8 materials

this sections deals with the actual
lesson level or chalkfacechalk offace the course
design

samplegamplesampie questions
are there commercial materials available

or will the materials need to be
produced

if both what proportions will operate
what need is there for authentic

materials how might these be
obtained

Is there a possibility of using text that
is learner generated

what guidelinesguide forlines lesson planning
will be used

notes

i provision should be allowed for
curriculum changes to be made during the
course sometimes learners needs that
were not visible or realized earlier emerge
later in a course sometimes learning pace
is slowerfasterslower thanfaster expected

ii there should be provision for ongoingon
student

going
feedback and coursefinalcourse

evaluation
final
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